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SECTION 1 GENERAL PTP CONCEPTS

What is a PTP?

PTP is an acronym for “promise to pay” and is fairly self-explanatory – it is an agreement between a credit provider
and a debtor in which the debtor promises that he or she will provide payment by a specific date.

Whether you are a doctor, lawyer, business owner, third party debt collector, or in any occupation that requires you
to recover money from a customer, you will need to have predetermined and reliable strategies in place in order to
effectively recover the money that is owed to you - a PTP agreement is an efficient way of securing these
payments.

Why are PTPs important for your business?

PTPs are a fundamental component in any collections and recovery strategy and they help improve collection
productivity and results.

Creating payment agreements with your clients will also provide you with the opportunity to work out payment
solutions in cooperation with clients while still protecting the customer relationship, which is very important in the
early stages of payment procurement.

SECTION 2 PTP MANAGER FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

What is the PTP Manager?

In a nutshell, the PTP Manager is a tool used to record, monitor and manage PTP arrangements.

With the PTP management tool you will be able to:

● Create and log new PTP arrangements with various payment options for the debtor to choose from;
● Manage PTPs that are in arrears or settle PTPs that have been paid in full;
● Work according to a scheduled workflow that makes the process of managing instalments from creation to

settlement easy (see the following section for more information on the workflow process);
● View all arrangement history, including, for example, all payment transactions (amounts and dates on

which they were performed), the status of the PTP instalment (defines the current progress of the
instalment), the workgroup (users working on the arrangement) assigned to the case, and so on.
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PTP Manager workflow concepts

From the moment you create a new PTP arrangement, your workflow will kick off. A workflow is essentially a
sequence of processes through which the arrangement passes from creation to settlement and is driven based on
whether PTPs are honoured or not.

PTP instalments can be in one of eight stages of development at any time (depending on how payments have been
made - full or partial; in grace or a�er grace - or if they have been made at all, and some stages may activate certain
instructions that will aid you in settling the account and keep you up-to-date with the status of the case.

These are the eight possible stages that an arrangement can pass through:

1. PTP Arrangement: New - A new Promise-to-Pay Arrangement is created on the case
2. PTP Arrangement: Full Payment Received - A Full Payment (within acceptable bracket) has been received

on a PTP
3. PTP Arrangement: Partial Payment In Grace - A Partial Payment was received on a PTP: Grace Period

given
4. PTP Arrangement: Partial Payment A�er Grace - A Partial Payment was received on a PTP: determined

a�er the Grace Period
5. PTP Arrangement: Settled - Debt on Case is Settled by means of the PTP Manager
6. PTP Arrangement: No Payment In Grace - No Payment was received on a Scheduled PTP: Grace Period

given
7. PTP Arrangement: No Payment A�er Grace - No Payment was received on a Scheduled PTP: A�er Grace

Period
8. PTP Arrangement: Pre-PTP - PTP Arrangement is due in 5 days or less

When an instalment is in any one of these stages, the status of the case will automatically change to reflect the
respective stage and, as stated above,  you may receive certain instructions that need to be executed in order for
the arrangement to succesfully progress to settlement/closure. You can set up the kind of instructions you would
like to receive as the case progresses. Here are a few examples:

a. When you create a new PTP arrangement, the status of your case will automatically change to PTP
Arrangement: New. When this status changes you might receive an instruction like this: Perform Task:
New PTP Arrangement Follow-Up. Your administrator will be able to set up a description of what the
follow-up will entail.

b. If a partial payment is received from the debtor within the given grace period, the status of the case will
change to PTP Arrangement: Partial Payment In Grace and you might receive an instruction like this:
Perform Task: Partial Payment In Grace Follow-Up. Again, your administrator will be able to set up a
description of what the follow-up will entail.

c. When a PTP Arrangement is due in 5 days or less, the status of the case will change to PTP Arrangement:
Pre-PTP and your administrator may set up an instruction to send a reminder SMS to the debtor to ensure
he doesnʼt miss the payment due date. This instruction may look like this: SMS: Custom SMS Message.

Here is diagram to help you understand the workflow process:

SECTION
3 PTP
MANAGER
SETTINGS

Before you can start creating PTP arrangements you will need to configure some settings to ensure optimal use of
the features and functions available in the PTP Manager.
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Step 1: Changing basic PTP settings

1.1. Open PTP Settings in the Configuration Tool

In order to configure your PTP Manager settings, you will have to access the Case Manager Configuration Tool
and click on the PTP Settings button (Figure 1):

1.2. Change PTP settings

Once you have clicked on the PTP Settings button, the following screen (Figure 2) will be displayed where you
are able to change:

● The number of grace period days you wish to assign to PTP arrangements;
● The percentage of a payment that constitutes a partial or full payment;
● The option to change the workgroup on a case upon the creation of new PTP arrangements (accounts

can be dynamically distributed to a pool of resources);
● The option to automatically cancel PTP arrangements when no payment is made by a debtor and the

grace period has been exceeded.
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Step 2: Changing PTP workflow settings

Managing a PTP arrangement will require you to work according to a predetermined workflow. As discussed
in PTP Manager workflow concepts above, the workflow is driven by stages (payments made/not made) that
cause the status of the case to change, which in turn, will activate certain instructions that need to be
executed in order for the account to eventually be settled.

Please contact your Support team for more information on setting up your own unique workflow.

SECTION 4 PTP MANAGER STEP-BY-STEP USER GUIDE

Step 1: Creating a new PTP arrangement

2.1. Open PTP Manager

Once you have a case open you will be able to access the PTP Manager from the toolbar menu (Figure 8):

2.1.1. PTP Arrangement home screen

Once you have clicked the PTP Arrangement button, the PTP Arrangement home screen will be displayed
(Figure 9):
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2.2. Create a new PTP arrangement

To create a new PTP arrangement, click on New Arrangement (as displayed in Figure 9). The
below screen (Figure 10) will be displayed. Here you have the option of selecting either:

● the Once-off Payment option, where you will simply insert the full amount to be paid and the
arrangement will be created;

● or the Instalment option, where you will be required to enter the details of the instalment
arrangement (Figure 11).
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2.2.1. PTP Instalment Arrangement

Should you select the Instalment option, the below screen (Figure 11) will be displayed and you will have
to insert the details of the instalment arrangement:

2.3. PTP Arrangement details

You have now created a new PTP arrangement, the details of which will be displayed in the PTP Arrangement
home screen, as in the example below (Figure 12):
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Step 2: Managing a PTP arrangement

2.4. Processing payments

Once you have created a new PTP arrangement and the debtor has paid the full amount once-off, or paid the
first instalment, the next step is to record the payment transaction in order for your workflow to progress.

2.4.1. Open the caseʼs Financial History

● To log a payment, you will have to access the Show History button from the home screen
toolbar menu (Figure 13):

● The following screen (Figure 14) will be displayed where you will be required to click on the
Financial tab to continue on to the financial section of the particular case:

2.4.2. Open the Add payment transaction screen
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In the Financial section, you will notice a number of new toolbar menu items. You must click the
Add Payment Transaction button to log a payment (Figure 15):

2.4.3. Add the payment transaction

Once you have clicked on the Add Payment Transaction button, the following screen will be
displayed (Figure 16) where you can enter the details of the payment transaction:
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2.4.4. Details of the payment transaction

A�er adding a payment transaction:

● details of the transaction will be displayed in the caseʼs Financial History (Figure 17);
● and in the PTP History section in the PTP Manager screen (Figure 18);
● and the status of the case will be updated (Figure 19).

2.5. Processing partial payments and non-payments
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Occasionally, a debtor only pays part of the agreed upon amount or does not make payment by the arranged due
date. You will have to have procedures in place to recover the missed or partial payments.

2.5.1. Partial payments

When a debtor makes only a partial payment on the due date, upon loading the payment transaction (See
Processing payments for guidelines on loading a payment transaction), the system will recognise that the
full amount has not been paid and the status of the case will change to PTP Arrangement: Partial
Payment In Grace. A grace period has now been initiated that will give the debtor time to pay the
outstanding amount. According to your PTP workflow settings, you may receive an instruction to follow up
with the debtor to try and recover the outstanding amount before the grace period is exceeded, although
this is usually done a�er the grace period has passed.

● If the debtor makes the outstanding payment within the given grace period, the system will
recognise that the full payment has been received.

● If the debtor fails to make the outstanding payment within the grace period, the status of the case
will change to PTP Arrangement: Partial Payment A�er Grace, and again, according to your
workflow settings, you may receive an instruction to contact the debtor in order to recover the
outstanding amount.

2.5.2. Non-payments

If a debtor does not make a payment by the due date, the status of the case will be updated to PTP
Arrangement: No Payment In Grace, and a grace period will be initiated to give the debtor more time to
make the payment.

● If the debtor makes the payment within the grace period, the system will recognise that the
payment has been received.

● Should the debtor fail to make payment within the grace period, the status of the case will be
updated to PTP Arrangement: No Payment A�er Grace, and according to your workflow settings
you may receive an instruction to follow up with the debtor to try and recover the debt.

2.6. Settling an arrangement

Once a debtor has paid off the full amount that was due, and the balance of the case is zero, the status of the case
will automatically change to PTP Arrangement: Settled. This case can now be archived as it will not require any
further management.
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